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Have you ever lopped off all your hair and then immediately
regretted it? Maybe you planned a date night with a new guy
from your favorite dating app, and now you regret losing those
locks. Or, perhaps it’s not because you want to impress a guy
at all—you can’t decide if you want to grow your hair out for
a change. Hair extensions are great for those moments in life
where we feel indecisive, and Barely Xtensions at Sally Beauty
has you covered with 18″ and 20″ options.

Check
out
these
great
hair
extensions from Barely Xtensions in
our product review.
These extensions are made with real hair.
Barely Xtensions uses Remy hair—real human hair—in their hair
extensions. Human hair versus plastic or other synthetic
material works best if you plan to style your extensions. You
have your stylist cut the extensions to blend in with your
hair so it isn’t obvious you have them in. The biggest perk to
wearing extensions is the ability to take them out after a hot
day so you don’t have a heavy curtain of hair around your
shoulders. Since it’s real human hair, you can style them
however you want—with a curling wand, flat iron, or whatever
style you’re in the mood for that day.
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Barely Xtensions look natural.
Each extension provides a revolutionary, micro-thin weft that
blends in with your hair. It won’t stick up like some other
extensions and appears more natural since the wefts are made
from real human hair. Every extension is hand-picked for
silky, tangle-free hair that is thick from top to bottom,
instantly helping you get that added length to your own locks.
The clips are no-damage, meaning they will not get stuck in
your hair after you’re finished wearing them for the day.
Related Link: Product Review: Take Romance & Relaxation to the
Next Level With Soothe
Purchase Options: Barely Xtensions includes five wefts: (1) 9inch weft, one (1) 6-inch weft, one (1) 4-inch weft, and two
(2) 3-inch wefts. All you need to do is pick your color,
although packaging may vary. You can find the 18″ Barely
Xtensions on SallyBeauty.com, ranging from $167.99 to 184.99,
depending on the color you need. With 11 shades, you’re sure
to find one to match your hair color!
Check out our other product reviews.

